Stress-assisted grain boundary motion is among the most studied modes of microstructural evolution in crystalline materials. In this study, molecular dynamics simulations were used to systematically investigate the influences of triple junctions on the stress-assisted motion of symmetric tilt grain boundaries in Cu by considering a honeycomb nanocrystalline model. It was found that the grain boundary motion in nanocrystalline models was highly sensitive to the loading mode, and a strong coupling effect which was prevalent in bicrystal models was only observed when simple shear was applied. In addition, the coupling factor extracted from the honeycomb model was found to be larger and more sensitive to temperature change than that from bicrystal models for the same type of grain boundary under the same loading conditions. Furthermore, the triple junctions seemed to exhibit unusual asymmetric pinning effects to the migrating grain boundary and the constraints by the triple junctions and neighboring grains led to remarkable non-linear grain boundary motion in directions both parallel and normal to the applied shear, which was in stark contrast to that observed in bicrystal models. In addition, dislocation nucleation and propagation, which were absent in the bicrystal model, were found to play an important role on shear-induced grain boundary motion when triple junctions were present. In the end, a generalized model for shear-assisted grain boundary motion was proposed based on the findings from this research.
Introduction
Stress-assisted grain boundary (GB) motion is the governing mechanism that leads to microstructural evolution in crystalline materials during loading and deformation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In particular, translational GB motion coupled to a normal motion was considered to be the main mechanism responsible for the grain coarsening and plasticity in crystalline metals, i.e. under nanoindentation [10, 11] , tension [4, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and shear [17, 18] . Based on a simple bicrystal model containing an isolated GB, Cahn and Taylor [19] have proposed the following equation to describe the pure coupled GB motion under applied shear stress:
where v || is the horizontal velocity parallel to the GB plane, v n is the normal velocity perpendicular to the GB plane and β is the coupling factor. However, although the bicrystal models were successful in illustrating the fundamental GB motion mechanisms and can be used as good references to understand the behavior of realistic crystalline materials, the constraints on GB exerted by triple junctions (TJs) and neighboring grains need to be considered in order to satisfy the demanding interest in studying GB motion and microstructural evolution more physically especially in nanocrystalline (NC) metals; the volume fraction of TJs increases significantly as the grain size reduces to the nanometer scale [20] .
In recent years some experimental works on stress-assisted GB motion have been reported [16, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . For example, Rupert et al have tested Al thin film under tensile stress and reported that the shear stress was the main reason for grain growth and GB migration in NC metals [28] . On the other hand, due to the complexity of GB networks in experimentally studied materials, theoretical analysis and atomistic simulations have been widely used as important alternatives to investigate the underlying mechanisms of GB motion in complex GB networks. For instance, Dynkin and Gutkin [30] and Bobylev et al [31] examined two types of TJs in symmetrical hexagonal and rectangular 2D grain networks and applied the disclination wedge theory to characterize the GB motion confined by TJs. They have shown that there was a strong dependence of GB migration on the geometry of TJs and the shear stress required for GB migration in a hexagonal grain was less than that in a rectangular one. Mesoscale simulations based on phase field [32] [33] [34] , Monte Carlo [35] [36] [37] and network models [38] have also been used extensively to investigate grain growth. In particular, Zöllner [37] and BarralesMora et al [38] have used Monte Carlo Potts model and network models, respectively, to take into account the influence of TJs and quadruple lines on the grain growth in NC materials. However, severe limitations existed in these studies although they were important in evaluating the microstructural evolution in NC materials. For example, the analytical and mesoscale modeling would largely rely on the accuracy of important parameters such as boundary and junction mobility, which can only be fed from atomistic simulations. Furthermore, in the mesoscale studies by Zöllner [37] and Barrales-Mora et al [38] , the influences of stress were not considered.
Some recent works taking into account the influences of TJs and neighboring grains have been done through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [15, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . For example, Velasco et al [39] and Gianola et al [41] used a model consisting of a network of grains and applied strain controlled loading to investigate the stress-driven GB motion. They both showed that in spite of constraints such as TJs, the GB still migrated in a coupled fashion similar to that in bicrystal models but with a smaller coupling factor as compared to the theoretical value. However, a systematic examination on GB motion in a constrained environment is still lacking and some of the fundamental mechanisms remain to be revealed, e.g. how the GB motion would be influenced by neighboring moving GBs in realistic materials, how the GB becomes pinned and unpinned by the TJs and how the atomistic simulation results could validate or invalidate the theoretical models, etc.
The aim of this work is to systematically examine the stress-assisted GB motion in a complex GB network by MD simulations. For this purpose, two symmetric tilt GBs in Cu, 5 and 17, are constructed and simulated in a honeycomb model as shown in figure 1 . In section 2, we describe the model and the methodology that we have used to simulate the GB motion. In section 3, we present the results in both types of GBs obtained at different temperatures and investigate the effects of TJs on the coupled GB motion in comparison with bicrystal models. In section 4, we explore the mechanisms of coupled GB motion involving TJ drag and pinning effects and compare it with the synthetic driving force method. The nonlinear GB motion with the presence of TJs is also illustrated and discussed in this section and at last a generalized model describing the GB motion under shear in NC metals is proposed. Finally, the main findings of this work are summarized in section 5.
Methodology
Classical MD simulations were performed by using LAMMPS [44] with an embedded atom method potential for Cu [45] . The time step was 5 fs and each simulation ran up to a few nanoseconds. Two GB types, 5(1 2 0) and 17(3 5 0) with misorientation angles of 53.13
• and 61.93
• respectively, were constructed (e.g. the boundary between grain 1 and 2 in figure 1 ) for examination in both bicrystal and honeycomb NC models (referred as NC models). As shown in figure 1 , the initial simulation cell was ∼ 30 nm×2.5 nm×20 nm in x, y and z directions (figure 1) and the GB to be studied was ∼ 11 nm along the x direction and confined by two identical TJs (the junctions between grains 1, 2 and 3). The lattice orientations for each grain in the NC model were listed in tables 1 and 2 for 17(3 5 0) and 5(1 2 0), respectively. In all models, periodic boundary conditions were applied along x and y directions while the z direction was set free. Prior to any deformation, the models were relaxed at the desired temperature for 100 ps at zero pressure under NPT (isothermal, isobaric) using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [46, 47] . In order to apply shear deformation, atoms within two thin slabs at the top and bottom of the models were fixed. The upper slab was moved as a rigid body at a constant velocity of 1 m s
in the x direction (parallel to the GB plane), while the lower slab remained fixed. During the shear deformation, canonical (NVT) thermostat was applied to the models excluding the two thin slabs. For comparison purposes, the synthetic driving force method developed by Janssens et al [48] was also used to study the GB motion in both bicrystal and NC models. A driving force of 0.01 eV (equivalent to ∼0.14 GPa) was applied, similar to that used by Homer et al [49] .
Horizontal and vertical marker lines were used to keep track of the GB motion in normal and tangential directions to the GB plane (figure 1). For each GB type at any desired temperature, one simulation was performed for the bicrystal model but four simulations with different initial thermo conditions were performed for the NC model. The atomistic configuration of each model was visualized by AtomEye [50] .
Results

Shear-coupled GB motion in NC models
In order to investigate the influences of TJs and neighboring grains on shear-induced GB motion, the GB motion in both bicrystal and NC models (figure 1) under identical shear deformation was studied and compared at various temperatures ranging from 200 to 800 K. As shown in figures 1(c) and (d), the path of GB motion can be tracked by the horizontal and vertical marker lines; the horizontal marker was to indicate the initial GB position and the vertical marker was to indicate the instantaneous GB position and the path that the GB has traveled. In spite of TJs and neighboring grains, the GB still showed a shear-coupled motion (figure 1(d)), which was consistent with previous studies by Velasco et al [39] and Gianola et al [41] . Moreover, the instantaneous coupling factor β can be computed from the slope of the inclined vertical marker. By comparing figures 1(c) and (d), it was found that the TJs had a strong pinning effect to the GB plane which would potentially hinder the GB motion. It is also important to note in figure 1(d) that the GB became curved due to this pinning effect. As has been reported from previous experiments and MD simulations [51, 52] , the curved interface could induce a drag force in the opposite direction to the GB motion, which could also potentially affect the shear coupling factor. Furthermore, while no dislocations were observed in the bicrystal model, dislocation nucleation was found near TJs in the NC model. We will discuss the influence of the dislocations on the TJ and GB motion in section 4.4.
Temperature effect on shear-coupled GB motion
It has been reported by Cahn et al [53] and Homer et al [49] based on the bicrystal models that temperature played an important role in the shear-coupled GB motion. To explore the temperature effect on shear-induced GB motion when TJs were present, we varied the temperature from 200 to 800 K with an increment of 100 K in the NC models. Figures 2(a) and (b) show the deformed 5 NC model after 2.5 ns at 300 K and 800 K, respectively. It can be seen from figure 2(b) that at 800 K, the confined 5 GB showed almost complete sliding with no coupled normal motion. In contrast, no sliding was observed for the 5 GB in bicrystal model at 800 K, which agreed with Cahn et al that the 5(1 2 0) GB in bicrystal model did not slide until the temperature reached 1000 K [53] . This finding was in contrast to the work by Bernstein [54] who depicted that constrained GB showed less sliding and relevant grains did not show much rotation in compare with unconstrained GB, i.e. in bicrystal models. On the other hand, the 17 GB showed no sliding behavior at temperatures up to 800 K in either bicrystal or NC models. Additionally, figures 2(c) and (d) showed that the 17 GB in NC model moved in a similar fashion at 300 and 800 K, suggesting that the shear-coupled motion of 17 GB had no significant temperature dependence. Some other differences were also observed by inspecting the TJs and GB in both 5 and 17 NC models. At 300 K, the TJs showed a strong pinning effect in the 5 NC model, which resulted in significant curvature of the GB and dislocation nucleation. In the 17 NC model, however, the TJs at both ends of the GB moved along with the GB and no significant curvature of the GB plane was caused.
To quantitatively illustrate the temperature effects on the coupling factor in the shear deformed NC model, the horizontal and normal movements at the center of the GB were analyzed (figure 2(c)d || and d n , respectively). The results are plotted in figures 3(a) and (b) for 5 and 17 GBs, respectively for both bicrystal (red) and NC (green) models under shear deformation. The error bars were based on four sets of simulations at each temperature for the NC models. The horizontal dashed lines marked the theoretical predictions of β for each type of GB; the theoretical value of β is 0.667 for 5 GB and 0.5 for 17 GB, respectively [19] . While Velasco et al [39] and Schäfer et al [40] have both reported β to be smaller than the theoretical predictions or that obtained from simple bicrystal models, the computed β in NC models with TJs, however, was higher than theoretical anticipations [19] and bicrystal results [53] for both 5 and 17 GBs. The dramatic difference between current and previous studies may mainly originate from the different loading conditions. In this study, shear deformation was applied by rigidly moving two thin slabs in the direction parallel to the GB plane [53] , while in [39, 40] the deformation was applied by applying uniaxial tension to a model consisting of randomly distributed grains. Further discussion about the cause of the seemingly large coupling factor under the shear deformation applied in the current study can be found in sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Another interesting phenomenon in figure 3(a) is that while the coupling factor of 5 GB in bicrystal models remained almost constant around the theoretical value at all temperatures, the β of 5 GB in NC models increased sharply when the temperature increased from 500 to 800 K. The increase in β of 5 GB in NC models was mainly caused by GB sliding (as shown in figure 2(b) ), which became more pronounced at higher temperatures. In 17 NC model, on the other hand, there was no overall trend of change in β when temperature varied. Nevertheless, slightly larger β was observed at 200 and 800 K as compared to other temperatures in the 17 NC model, which was caused by the curvature in GB during the migration.
Time dependent non-linear GB motion
In sharp contrast to the observations from bicrystal models [53] , it was interesting to find that the GB did not move at a constant velocity in directions either tangential or normal to the GB in the NC models (figure 4). In spite of the fact that the shear deformation was applied by translating the top layer of atoms at a constant velocity of 1 m s −1 , as shown in figure 4 ( 5 GB at 600 K in figure 4(a) and 17 GB at 200 K in figure 4(b) , respectively), the GBs in NC models moved in an accelerated fashion in directions both parallel and normal to the applied shear. The non-linear behavior shown in figure 4 indicated that in realistic crystalline materials the shear-induced GB motion could be dramatically different from the constant value that has been assumed in the idealized bicrystal models.
Discussion
Effect of loading mode on coupling factor β
It was shown in figure 3 that the coupling factor β in NC models is generally higher than that in bicrystal models, which is contrary to the observations by Velasco et al [39] and Schäfer and Albe [40] that β in NC models was lower than that in bicrystal models. The main reason for this discrepancy might be the different loading modes that have been used in these studies as mentioned earlier. In order to further investigate the influence of loading mode on the coupling factor, we performed simulations on both bicrystal and NC models using the synthetic driving force method [48] . Excess energy of −0.01 eV/atom (equivalent to 0.14 GPa) was artificially added to the lower grain in bicrystal and grain 2 in NC models, respectively. Subsequently the grain with lower energy tended to coarsen and its GBs moved outward. The normal positions of the GB in both bicrystal and NC models for both GB types were computed and are shown in figure 5 . Figure 5(a) is the plot of GB displacement in both bicrystal and NC models for 5. Comparing figures 5(a) and (b) it is noteworthy that the GBs in bicrystal and NC models behaved very differently. In bicrystal models of both GB types, the GBs moved significantly faster than in NC models. On the other hand, while the 5 GB moved more sluggishly than the 17 GB in bicrystal models, the 5 GB moved much further than the 17 GB in NC models. The difference is likely due to the strength of the respective TJs that retarded the GB. Another interesting result is that the 5 GB in both models moved with a stick-slip behavior while 17 models moved smoothly. This observation is consistent with findings based on bicrystal models from Cahn et al [53] , who found that it is more difficult for 5 GB to move than 17 GB due to an applied shear. Specifically, Cahn et al [53] found that 5(2 1 0) GB (the same GB as studied in current NC models) would experience a period of waiting time before a sudden move of the GB could occur, which corresponded to the point when the shear stress reached a threshold. The shear stress acting on the GB, however, would drop immediately after the sudden move of the GB so that another round of waiting started. The cycle consisting of sudden GB motion and waiting would repeat during the shear-coupled GB motion, causing the so called 'stick-slip' behavior. In contrast, the 17(5 3 0) GB was found to move spontaneously as long as the shear was applied, resulting in a relatively smooth GB motion both horizontally and vertically [53] .
Furthermore, figure 5(c) clearly shows the effect of the loading mode on coupling factor. Unlike the shear-induced GB motion, the GB did not show significant coupling and in some cases almost pure normal motion was observed in NC models regardless of the driving force applied. While the coupling factor β has been claimed to be a pure geometry factor based on simple bicrystal models, which has been found to be independent of the loading mode [49, 53] , it is important to find out that the coupling in NC models with TJs can be significantly influenced by how the model is deformed according to current and previous MD studies [39] [40] [41] . 
Influences of TJ pinning on the coupling factor
Besides the loading mode and the geometry of the GB itself, there are some other factors that might influence the coupling factor in NC models. It was shown in figure 3 that generally the deviation of coupling factor from theoretical predictions was more severe in the 5 NC model than in the 17 NC model, which can be attributed to the different pinning effects of TJs in these two models.
In 17 NC model the deviation of coupling factor from the theoretical anticipation and the bicrystal model was relatively small; noticeable deviations were observed only at 200 and 800 K. By examining the atomistic configurations, we found significant pinning effects of TJs in 17 NC models only at 200 and 800 K; the 17 GB was significantly curved during the coupled GB motion only at 200 K (figure 6(a)) and 800 K ( figure 6(b) ), while at other temperatures the GB remained relatively flat at all times (compare with figure 2(c) ). On the other hand, strong pinning effects and a severely curved GB were observed in 5 NC models at almost all temperatures smaller than 700 K; some examples were shown in figure 1(d) and figure 2(a). The dramatic difference between the two NC models indicated that it was more difficult for the 5 GB to move as compared to the 17 GB, which can be attributed to the 'stick-slip' GB motion in 5 NC models and relatively smooth GB motion in 17 NC models as shown in figure 5 . As has been discussed in section 4.1, 5 GB would move only if a threshold stress was reached, while 17 GB would move spontaneously as long as the shear was applied.
It has been shown that the curved interface would impose a strong force [51, 52] in the direction against the normal GB motion. Consequently, the strong pinning effects from TJs would result in reduced normal GB velocity and accordingly an increased coupling factor, as shown in figure 3 . It should be noted here that to measure the normal GB displacement in NC models, we used the marker in such a way that when the GB was curved, the normal displacement of the center point of the GB was measured. Therefore, the normal velocity of a curved GB used to compute was dramatically higher than that averaged over the entire GB. A larger deviation in the coupling factor from the theoretical predictions would thus be expected by considering an average normal GB velocity in NC models.
Cause of non-linear GB motion in NC models during shear deformation
To compute β in bicrystal models, it was assumed that the shear imposed on the top of the model was equal to the shear acting on the GB plane [53] . Thus the horizontal velocity of the top slab was assumed to be the same as the horizontal GB velocity (v || in equation (1)). To validate this assumption in NC models, the shear deformation at different locations along the z direction in grain 1 (as defined in figure 1(b) ) was analyzed by tracking the horizontal motion of four different layers between the GB plane and the top surface (inset of figure 7(a) ). The horizontal displacement versus time of the four different layers was plotted in figure 7 for 17 GB at 300 and 800 K. For comparison, the same analysis was performed for 17 GB in bicrystal models and plotted in the inset of figure 7(b) . The results from bicrystal models showed that the assumption of constant shear in the top grain by translating the top slab at a constant velocity was accurate (inset in figure 7(b) ). On the contrary, the results based on NC models showed that this assumption cannot be applied to NC models with TJs; both figures 7(a) and (b) show that the horizontal velocity of atom layers in grain 1 was higher at locations closer to the top surface. Furthermore, it was found that the differences in horizontal velocities among the four layers increased dramatically as the temperature dropped from 800 to 300 K. It is thus hinted that the influences on shear-coupled GB motion due to the constraints by TJs and the neighboring grains were more pronounced at lower temperatures.
Since in NC models the horizontal translation of the top slab cannot result in a uniform shear across the top grain as in bicrystal models, the non-linear GB motion as shown in figure 4 can be well explained. Specifically, the magnitude of shear imposed on the GB plane depended on its vertical location which increased as the GB approached the top surface.
To explain this behavior, we show in figure 8 the atomistic configuration of a deformed 17 NC model at 200 K. It is noted that in almost all the studied NC models, more than one GB would move due to the shear coupling effects. In the model presented in figure 8 , the 17 GB between grains 1 and 2 moved upward in a coupled manner and dragged grain 1 to the right while the GB between grains 3 and 4 (refer to figure 1) moved downward and dragged grain 4 to the left also in a coupled manner. The two arrows indicate the moving paths of the two GBs. Such collective motion of GB networks resulted in a dragged horizontal motion of top layer and consequently non-uniform shear in grain 1.
It is important to mention that this non-uniform shear deformation and non-linear GB motion was unique in NC models when confinements by TJs and neighboring GBs were present and cannot be seen in unconfined models. Since in realistic materials with complex GB networks such confinements are prevalent, the results from this study should stimulate further experimental investigations on shear-induced non-linear GB motion.
Influences of dislocation on GB and TJ motion
Besides the non-uniform shear in NC models, figure 7 shows a peculiar 'jump' behavior during the shear-induced GB motion as indicated by the vertical dashed line. It was also found that the 'jump' became more noticeable at 300 K than at 800 K. To understand the mechanisms that caused the 'jump', the atomistic configurations of the NC models before and after the 'jump' were analyzed. In figures 9(a) and (b), four snapshots showing the GB motion in the 5 NC model at 200 K during the 'jump' from 2.7 to 3.1 ns and four snapshots showing the GB motion in the 17 NC model at 300 K from 1.7 to 2.05 ns, respectively, are presented; the TJs were highlighted by the dashed circles.
In figure 9 (a) at t = 2.7 ns no dislocations were observed, but 0.1 ns later, dislocations appeared near both the left and right TJs and at t = 3.05 ns, a clear 'jump' of the right TJ can be seen, which was accompanied by the disappearance of dislocations. Finally, all the dislocations disappeared at t = 3.1 ns.
In figure 9 (b), it can be seen that at t = 1.7 ns, like in 5 model, there were no dislocations, after 0.15 ns (t = 1.85 ns) some dislocations appeared near both the left and right TJs. During this process, the left TJ moved upwards while the right TJ remained pinned. Furthermore, the dislocation near the right TJ disappeared at t = 1.9 ns and the right TJ jumped up, implying that the TJ 'jump' and dislocation activity were correlated. Although the time change during this happening was very short (only 0.05 ns), the GB moved substantially, which led to the 'jump' observed in figure 7 . On the other hand, the accompanied dislocation activities suggested that the TJs were relatively immobile as compared to the GB under the applied shear, which was the cause of the strong pinning effect by TJs. Finally, at t = 2.05 ns, the GB became almost flat and the dislocation on the right side disappeared completely. Dislocation on the left side also faded quickly as the shear deformation continued. This dislocation activity is inconsistent with what Legros et al observed in NC Al thin film [16] . They reported that dislocation activities would follow the grain growth. It can be concluded that the dislocation activities seen in the NC models were due to restrictions from TJs and the neighboring grains; no dislocation nucleation was observed in the bicrystal models.
Asymmetric pinning effects of TJs and generalized stress-assisted GB motion mode in NC materials
By reviewing some of the atomistic figures in NC models of both types of GBs that we have studied, it can be found that there is an asymmetric behavior in the two TJs that confined the GB, e.g. one TJ would become unpinned earlier than the other one (for example, figures 2(d), 6(b) and 9). To understand the underlying mechanism of the pinning and unpinning of TJs that led to this asymmetry we built two bicrystal models with free surface conditions in the x direction (figure 10) and applied shear deformation similar to what we did in NC and bicrystal models with periodic conditions. Figures 10(a) and (c) show the undeformed configurations of these models with flat and inclined free surfaces, respectively, to ensemble TJs in NC materials with different geometries. The GB type is symmetric 5 and the simulations were performed at 200 K. After 1.25 ns whereas the GB moved both horizontally and vertically due to the coupling effects, the two ends of GB in both models which were similar to the TJs in NC models showed asymmetric behavior similar to that found in figure 9 ; the left end moved along with GB while the right end was less mobile and pinned. Such asymmetry caused the GB to curve at the right end (the red dashed line shows the hypothetical GB position if it was not curved), which might be due to the fact that if the right end also moved along with the GB, one of the angles constructed in it (θ in figures 10(b) and (d)) would become critically larger than the equilibrium angle, i.e. 120
• while the two other angles were much smaller. To avoid this level of eccentricity and minimize the energy, the right end tended to pin and made the three angles closer to 120
• . The same mechanism should have been involved with the asymmetric TJ motion in NC models mentioned earlier. It would be expected that the asymmetric pinning of the two TJs on GB motion would produce more pronounced effects at relatively smaller grain sizes, although more simulations need to be performed in the future to validate it.
Based on all the atomistic mechanisms found above, we propose a four-step model to generalize the stress-assisted GB and TJ motion in a hexagonal geometry under shear deformation (figure 11). By applying shear parallel to a GB plane confined by two hexagonal TJs at the two ends, GB tends to move upward first (or downward based on the GB geometry) but the TJs are pinned and do not move at the very beginning. The result is a curved GB as shown in figure 11(b) . Due to the asymmetric nature of the TJs, the left TJ moves easier than the right TJ which results in the unpinning of the left TJ to catch up with the GB by a 'jump', as shown in figure 11(c) . Finally, after enough shear stress or energy has been accumulated in the right TJ, it will eventually move along and catch up with GB also by a 'jump', as shown in figure 11(d) .
In comparison with the model proposed by Bobylev et al [31] , the model in figure 11 depicts the intermediate steps that fill the gap between the initial and final states of the moving GB in an NC model. We would like to mention that the proposed model was based on only two special symmetric GBs. While this choice was made so that a direct comparison to past studies would be straightforward and the influences of TJs could be highlighted, asymmetric and nonsigma GBs [55] should also be studied in the future to validate this model. Nevertheless, while the misorientation angles are close, the two symmetric tilt GBs studied in this work are representative of the typical GB behavior that has been found in the past based on shear-coupled GB motion in the bicrystal models. For example, 5 GB is representative of the group of GBs that show stick-slip motion and 17 GB is representative of the group of GBs that show spontaneous motion [53] . As a result, we would not expect the conclusions to be significantly different if much more different misorientation angles are considered.
It is worth mentioning that the four-step model agrees qualitatively with TEM investigations on stress-assisted GB motion [16] . For instance, Legrosa et al [16] have observed fast GB motion in stressed Al NC thin film through in situ TEM investigation and found that a grain could grow locally by the motion of just a portion (the upper right) of the GB to form a 'nose'. This is a strong indication that it is possible to have non-uniform motion of different parts of the same GB, which can be well depicted by the schematic shown in figure 11 (c).
Conclusions
Stress-assisted motion of two different types of GBs in Cu with the presence of TJs and neighboring grains in NC models has been simulated by MD. The influences of TJs and temperature on GB motion have been systematically investigated. Overall, the following conclusions can be made from this work:
• The loading mode has a huge influence on shear-coupled GB motion when TJs are present and the same GB may exhibit dramatically different coupling effects under different loadings.
• Under simple shear, the coupling factor in NC models is higher than that in bicrystal models due to the pinning effects from TJs, which result in severe GB curvature and drag against normal GB motion.
• The dependence of shear-coupled GB motion on temperature is significantly stronger in NC models than in bicrystal models especially for 5 GB. In particular, pure GB sliding has been found in 5 NC models at 800 K.
• Remarkable non-linear horizontal and normal GB motion is prevalent in NC models, which is in stark contrast to that in bicrystal models where GB generally moves at a constant velocity under the shear deformation applied in this study. The cause of non-linearity in GB motion is related to the non-uniform shear deformation in the grain due to the collective motion of other GBs in the NC system. • The TJs have asymmetric pinning effects on the GB motion in NC models and dislocation activities have been found to accommodate TJ motion and play a role on GB motion under the applied shear. • A generalized model is proposed on shear stress-induced GB motion in hexagonal NC models.
This study should stimulate relevant experimental work and shed light on the comprehensive understanding of stress-induced GB motion in realistic materials.
